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I.

Alignment to the Depth of the CCSS – The lesson/unit
aligns with the letter and spirit of the CCSS:

Requirement
a. Targets a set of grade level CCSS mathematics standard(s) to the full depth of the standards for
teaching and learning.

Response
enVision Mathematics Common Core ©2020 (enVision) fully correlates to the Common Core
State Standards.
enVision organizes content into topics that focus on CCSS clusters, where at times, more
than one topic focuses on a cluster. By organizing the program based on CCSS clusters,
focus and coherence to the mathematical content is achieved. Cross-Cluster Connections are
provided at the beginning of each lesson, which reference connections between clusters that
are also often connections between topics or domains.
For a correlation to the CCSS, for grades K–5, refer to p. 84 in the Teacher’s Edition Program
Overview.
CCSS are referenced throughout the Teacher’s Edition, as follows:



Content Overview



Table of Contents



Assessment Item Analysis Charts



Topic Planners



Lesson Overviews
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Teachers can search by Standard to find resources related to a standard on
PearsonRealize.com, or they search OpenEd for standards-aligned resources. OpenEd is a
K–12 educational resource library that aligns resources to learning objectives.
Online assessments are customizable; searching by Standard will show question banks
covered by the selected standard.
enVision Mathematics Common Core infuses math practices during instruction, practice, and
assessment, and provides teachers with opportunities to focus on specific math practices.
For descriptions of math practices, refer to the following pages in the Teacher’s Edition
Program Overview pp. 34-35.
Requirement
b. Standards for Mathematical Practice that are central to the lesson are identified, handled in a grade
appropriate way, and well connected to the content being addressed.

Response
enVision Mathematics Common Core infuses math practices during instruction, practice, and
assessment and provides opportunities to focus on specific math practices. Math practices
are habits of mind, processes, and dispositions that enable a learner to understand
mathematics and to use mathematics with understanding. The program identifies thinking
habits questions for each math practice. Math practices are infused and discussed on a daily
basis starting from Day 1. Specially flagged comments and problems in all lessons focus on
specific math practices. Math practices are assessed with the content standards, and rubrics
are provided for assessing students’ overall proficiency with each math practice. For a
correlation of the program to math practices, see the Teacher’s Edition Program Overview
pp. 93-95A.
The Math Practices and Problem Solving Handbook at the front of the Student’s Edition
provides instruction on math practices and problem solving. Refer students to appropriate
parts of it anytime during a teachable moment. The Teacher’s Edition provides support for
developing, connecting, and assessing each math practice. (See Teacher’s Edition Program
Overview pp. 56-57.)
Core Instruction Driven by a Marriage of Content and Math Practices are infused and
explicitly highlighted in lesson instruction. First, comments related to math practices are given
during problem-based learning. Then the thinking involved in math practices is modeled
during direct instruction. See Teacher’s Edition Program Overview pp. 34-35. Math Practices
Posters and Animations are available for each math practice. They can be used anytime
throughout core instruction as an aid to support discussion of a specific math practice.
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Requirement
c. Presents a balance of mathematical procedures and deeper conceptual understanding inherent in the
CCSS.

Response
enVision Mathematics has a core instructional model that facilitates conceptual
understanding. Step 1 Problem-Based Learning begins the lesson by engaging students with
a problem in which new math ideas are embedded. Step 2 Visual Learning further develops
understanding of the lesson ideas through classroom conversations, then offers guided
practice as well as independent practice and problem solving. Step 3 Assess and
Differentiate offers a lesson Quick Check and comprehensive differentiation resources for
different levels of learners.
The sequence of learning provides both focus and coherence as described in the TEPO, pp.
25, 28–31. The instructional model for a lesson is problem-based learning followed by visual
learning as described in the TEPO, pp. 26-27. The development of content progresses from
concrete to representational to abstract as described in the TEPO, p. 39A.

II.

Key Shifts in the CCSS – The lesson/unit reflects
evidence of key shifts that are reflected in the CCSS:

Requirement
a. Focus: Lessons and units targeting the major work of the grade provide an especially in-depth
treatment, with especially high expectations. Lessons and units targeting supporting work of the grade
have visible connection to the major work of the grade and are sufficiently brief. Lessons and units do
not hold students responsible for material from later grades.

Response



Focus Within a Grade: Focus on Common Core Clusters. Topics in enVision
Mathematics focus on each Common Core cluster. See Teacher’s Edition Program
Overview pp. 28-29.



Focus Within a Topic: The Focus of a Topic. At the start of a Topic, one or more
Essential Questions help students focus on key ideas in the Topic. See Teacher’s Edition
Program Overview p. 65.



Focus Within a Topic: The Focus of a Group of Lessons. An Essential Understanding
is stated in the Teacher’s Edition for each lesson. Often the same Essential
Understanding is given for a group of consecutive lessons. As students focus on an
Essential Understanding over multiple days, they develop deeper conceptual
understanding.



Focus Within a Lesson. The Focus of a Lesson Some of the elements of a lesson that
help teachers focus students’ attention on important lesson ideas include the Lesson
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Essential Question, the Visual Learning Bridge and its digital counterpart, the Visual
Learning Animation Plus, as well as Convince Me!
Requirement
b. Coherence: The content develops through reasoning about the new concepts on the basis of
previous understandings. Where appropriate, provides opportunities for students to connect knowledge
and skills within or across clusters, domains and learning progressions.

Response
enVision Mathematics achieves coherence across grades though careful learning
progressions. Coherence is also supported by common elements across grades such as
thinking habits questions for math practices and for diagrams for representing quantities in a
problem.
Coherence across topics, clusters, and domains within a grade is the result of developing the
mathematics as a body of interconnected concepts and skills. Coherence across lessons and
standards is achieved when new content is taught as an extension of prior learning—
developmentally and mathematically. For example, Solve and Share at the start of lessons
engages students in a problem- based learning experience that connects prior knowledge to
new ideas. See Teacher’s Edition Program Overview p. 65.
Look Back and Look Ahead connections are highlighted in the Coherence part of Topic
Overview pages in the Teacher’s Edition (TE). Look Back and Look Ahead in the Coherence
part of each lesson Overview often describe connections between lessons in the topic.
Description of coherence in the program refer to the Teacher’s Edition Program
Overview pp. 30–31.
Requirement
c. Rigor: Requires students to engage with and demonstrate challenging mathematics with appropriate
balance among the following:
i. Application: Provides opportunities for students to independently apply mathematical concepts in
real-world situations and solve challenging problems with persistence, choosing and applying an
appropriate model or strategy to new situations.
ii. Conceptual Understanding: Develops students’ conceptual understanding through tasks, brief
problems, questions, multiple representations and opportunities for students to write and speak
about their understanding.
iii. Procedural Skill and Fluency: Expects, supports and provides guidelines for procedural skill and
fluency with core calculations and mathematical procedures (when called for in the standards for
the grade) to be performed quickly and accurately.

Response
The program has a core instructional model that facilitates conceptual understanding. To
begin, concepts emerge as students solve a problem in which new concepts are embedded
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(problem-based learning). Then, those concepts are made explicit through direct instruction
(visual learning) that is supported by high-level, question-driven classroom conversations.
Procedural skills are taught with understanding using concrete and pictorial representations,
place-value concepts, and properties. Resources are provided to help all students achieve
fluency.
Applications include rich, cognitively demanding tasks and a variety of problem situations, as
well as infused instruction and reinforcement of the math practices. See Teacher’s Edition
Program Overview pp. 32-33.
Conceptual Understanding



Problem-Based Learning. In Step 1 of the instructional model (problem-based learning),
the Solve and Share problem at the start of a lesson helps students connect what they
know to new ideas embedded in the problem. When students make these connections,
conceptual understanding emerges. See Teacher’s Edition Program Overview pp. 46-47.



Visual Learning. In Step 2 of the instructional model (visual learning), teachers use the
Visual Learning Bridge and/or Visual Learning Animation Plus to make important lesson
concepts explicit by connecting them to students’ thinking and solutions from Step 1. See
Teacher’s Edition Program Overview pp. 48-49.

Procedural Skill and Fluency



Teaching Procedural Skills with Understanding. Students perform better on
procedural skills when the procedures make sense to them. So procedural skills are
developed with conceptual understanding through careful learning progressions.



Steps to Fluency Success. A wealth of resources is provided to ensure all students
achieve success on the fluency expectations at each of Grades K–5. See Teacher’s
Edition Program Overview pp. 76-77.

Applications



Problem Solving. Rich, real-world problems are provided throughout the lessons,
including the Problem Solving lessons which focus on developing the kind of thinking
needed to be a good problem solver. See Teacher’s Edition Program Overview pp. 5859.



Bar Diagrams Lessons include a variety of problem situations involving operations. Bar
diagrams are included to help students understand and represent the relationship
between quantities in a problem, as well as decide what operation to use to solve the
problem. See Teacher’s Edition Program Overview pp. 60-63.
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III.

Instructional Supports – The lesson/unit to varied
student learning needs:

Requirement
a. Includes clear and sufficient guidance to support teaching and learning of the targeted standards,
including, when appropriate, the use of technology and media.

Response
enVision Mathematics offers comprehensive differentiation instruction and intervention
support to address the needs of all learners—whether they are struggling, on-level, or
advanced students. This support provides system-driven opportunities to personalize learning
for students and a library of resources to support the teacher in personalizing instruction.
The program meets a variety of student needs and provides Response to Intervention (RtI)
during each lesson, at the end of each lesson, at the end of each Topic, and any time as
indicated in the Teacher’s Edition. Resources are grade-level appropriate and include the
following:



Reteaching sets



Intervention activities



Digital math tools activities



Online math games



Reteach to build understanding



Build math literacy



Enrichment



Pick a Project



enVision STEM activity



Problem-solving leveled reading mat activity



Additional practice



Interactive Practice Buddy (Grades K–2)



Practice Buddy MathXL® for School (Grades 3–5)



Adaptive practice



Math Diagnosis and Intervention System intervention lesson



Fluency sub-skills practice

See the Teacher’s Edition Program Overview pp. 52-55; 78-79.
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Requirement
b. Uses and encourages precise and accurate mathematics, academic language, terminology and
concrete or abstract representations (e.g., pictures, symbols, expressions, equations, graphics, models)
in the discipline.

Response
The features within enVision Mathematics enhance the learning environment by presenting
exploration opportunities, and the development and extension of conceptual understanding.
Program maps, graphs, and pictures are accurate, authentic, and well-integrated into the
curriculum. Graphics with a purpose appear in the lesson practice to help communicate
information related to math concepts or to real-world problems.
enVision Mathematics has a core instructional model that facilitates conceptual
understanding. Step 1 Problem-Based Learning begins the lesson by engaging students with
a problem in which new math ideas are embedded. Step 2 Visual Learning further develops
understanding of the lesson ideas through classroom conversations, then offers guided
practice as well as independent practice and problem solving. Step 3 Assess and
Differentiate offers a lesson Quick Check and comprehensive differentiation resources for
different levels of learners.
The sequence of learning provides both focus and coherence as described in the Teacher’s
Edition Program Overview (TEPO), pp. 25, 28–31. The instructional model for a lesson is
problem-based learning followed by visual learning as described in the TEPO, pp. 26-27. The
development of content progresses from concrete to representational to abstract as
described in the TEPO, p. 39A.
Multisensory instruction is provided in Online Solve & Shares that include audio, Visual
Learning Animations Plus, Another Look Videos, Interactive Practice Buddy, Online Digital
Math Tools, and Online Math Games. Discovery learning is provided in Solve & Shares.
Manipulatives are used at times in Solve & Shares and intervention activities. Oral language
is addressed in the group work and class discussions during Solve & Shares, Classroom
Conversations for Visual Learning Animations Plus, Another Look Videos, 3-ACT MATH,
partner talk during Fluency Practice Activities, and in the many questions in blue text
provided in the Teacher’s Edition. Hands-on activities are in Solve & Shares, Intervention
Activities, Pick a Project, and envision® STEM Project.
The Language Support Handbook provides professional reading about language support in
mathematics and also provides specific topic and lesson instructional support for
development of language modalities in mathematics. This support benefits all students as
they learn new mathematical language, including struggling readers and writers as well as
English language learners. Lesson Self-Assessment encourages students to reflect on their
understanding of the math and language goals of the lesson - available as an online
interactive and in a blackline master in the Language Support Handbook. Academic
Vocabulary Activities reinforce understanding of some general academic vocabulary words
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typically used in classroom instruction in all subjects. There are 40 academic vocabulary
words for K-2 and 40 for grades 3-5. These activities can be used at any time. The Language
Support Handbook suggests ways to use specific academic vocabulary words within specific
topics and also provides blackline masters that show the academic vocabulary in 6
languages. English, Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Korean, Hmong. A rubric for Monitoring
Development of Academic Vocabulary contains a rubric and class record form for teachers
and My Academic Vocabulary Progress contains a rubric and a place for students to record
their progress on each of the 40 words
The location of these program features is described in the Program Components in the
Teacher’s Edition Program Overview pp. 42–43.
Requirement
c. Engages students in productive struggle through relevant, thought-provoking questions, problems
and tasks that stimulate interest and elicit mathematical thinking.

Response
enVision lessons, features and resources, and ancillary materials provide tasks and
questions with a full range of cognitive complexity that promote high level thinking.
The Instructional Model includes:





Problem-based Learning. Solve & Share begins the lesson by engaging students with a
problem containing new embedded math ideas:

○

Provides student choice—students may solve the problem however they choose—
and promotes productive struggle

○

Provides opportunity for group and class collaboration

Visual Learning Bridge. Classroom Conversation includes guiding questions for parts of
the Visual Learning Bridge.

Features and resources include:



Pick A Project. Offers students the opportunity to explore areas of interest and complete
projects of their choosing. This type of student choice gives benefits related to
differentiation, motivation, and open-ended rich tasks.

○

Differentiation—students pick a project with varying contexts and activity modalities
(draw, build, write, research, etc.) that promote multisensory experiences (visual,
auditory, verbal, kinesthetic, tactile learning)

○

Motivation—keep students engaged with interesting contexts (create a poster, model,
song, game, etc.)

○

Open-ended Rich Tasks—enhance mathematical thinking as students formulate
problems, organize and display data, create and design models, etc.
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3-ACT Math. An engaging multimedia experience that involves students in actively doing
mathematical modeling:

○

Pose a mathematical question about a situation

○

Identify information needed to solve a problem

○

Develop a model that represents the situation

○

Use the model to propose a solution

○

Test the appropriateness of the model

○

Each step in 3-ACT Math encourages students to Brainstorm, Prediction, Model, and
Reflect.

Fluency Success. Students demonstrate skill by carrying out procedures with flexibility,
accurately, efficiently, and appropriately. Partner Talk is encouraged during the Fluency
Practice Activities.

Requirement
d. Addresses instructional expectations and is easy to understand and use.

Response
Materials within enVision Mathematics are adaptable and useful for CCSS teacher classroom
instruction.



Pacing Guide. In the Teacher Edition Program Overview (TEPO), a pacing guide is
provided which breaks down each topic by number of days allocated to each lesson,
project, topic center, and review/assessment. Each core lesson, including differentiation,
takes 45-75 minutes. The pacing guide allows for additional time to be spent on
resources during topics and/or at the end of the year. See TEPO p. 23A.



Flexible Planning. Flexibility for effective planning can be achieved at
PearsonRealize.com where teachers can customize and organize lesson plans, search
by keyword or standard, align to district framework (including re-sequencing topics and/or
lesson content), modify program resources, and take advantage of online discussion
boards. TEPO pp. 23A–23B, 25.
PearsonRealize.com, provides easy-to-navigate access to program materials, including a
wealth of professional development and a platform that allows for flexibility and
customization to meet teachers’ exact planning and teaching needs.



Topic Planner. The Topic Planner also helps teachers plan a topic by providing the
following features:

○

Mathematics Objective, Essential Understanding
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○

Vocabulary

○

Materials

○

Technology and Activity Centers

○

Standards Content

○

ELL Suggestions

○

Counting and Cardinality Routines in Grade K

○

Lesson Resources and Topic Resources

For more information, see the TEPO p. 64.



Instructions for Using a Lesson. The Lesson Overview prepares teachers for a lesson,
providing insight to the lesson itself while also facilitating review of math. Resources
within the instructional model guide instruction and provide tips for facilitating problembased learning. TEPO pp. 44-55

Requirement
e. Provides appropriate level and type of scaffolding, differentiation, intervention and support for a broad
range of learners.
i. Supports diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds, interests and styles.
ii. Provides extra supports for students working below grade level.
iii. Provides extensions for students with high interest or working above grade level.

Response
The program provides built-in resources for reaching all learners. Differentiation resources
are embedded throughout mathematical instruction to help support teachers with a diverse
range of students, including those with learning disabilities and English-language learners.
Step 3 of the instructional model is the Assess and Differentiate portion of the lesson,
providing opportunities for Quick Checks, Intervention Activities, and Math Games. Use the
Math Diagnostic and Intervention System (MDIS) to diagnose students’ needs and provide
effective intervention. PearsonRealize.com will auto-assign differentiation at different points
during a lesson.
enVision Mathematics meets the needs of all students and provides Response to Intervention
(RtI). Description of RtI tiered instructional resources for the program: TEPO pp. 78-79 in
each grade. Examples of tiered instructional support found online for each lesson: Practice
Buddy online at PearsonRealize.com provides online interactive lesson practice and is autoscored with on-screen help (K-5), including Help Me Solve this and View an Example (3-5).
Adaptive Practice at Grades 3–5 delivers just-right math content to each student; each online
lesson assignment is created to fit the student’s learning needs and includes on-level work,
as well as instruction and practice of prerequisite skills where the student demonstrates extra
help would be beneficial.
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Resources in the program are grade-level appropriate and include the following:



Reteaching sets



Intervention activities



Digital math tools activities



Online math games



Reteach to build understanding



Build math literacy



Enrichment



Pick a Project



enVision STEM activity



Problem-solving leveled reading mat activity



Additional practice



Interactive Practice Buddy (Grades K–2)



Practice Buddy MathXL® for School (Grades 3–5)



Adaptive practice



Math Diagnosis and Intervention System intervention lesson



Fluency sub-skills practice

For an in-depth look at how differentiated learning is supported in the program, please refer
to the following: TEPO pp. 78-79 for Differentiated Instruction; pp. 82-83 for supporting
English-Language Learners; pp. 52-55 for Assess and Differentiate.
Requirement
f. Recommend and facilitate a mix of instructional approaches for a variety of learners such as using
multiple representations (e.g., including models, using a range of questions, checking for
understanding, flexible grouping, pair-share).

Response
The program offers a variety of instructional approaches while emphasizing specific skills to
accommodate a variety of learners.
The following letters represent the following skills:



L (Listening)



S (Speaking)



R (Reading)
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W (Writing)

The following items focus on these skills:



ELL suggestions in lessons (LSRW)



Group work and whole-class discussions in Solve & Share (LSRW)



Visual Learning Animation Plus and related Classroom Conversations (LSR)



Another Look Video (LR)



Exercises that ask students to explain their thinking (W)



Questions in blue text in the Teacher’s Edition (LS)



Animated Interactive Math Stories and teacher notes for the story masters in grades K–2
(LSRW)



enVision STEM Project and Pick a Project (W)



Partner talk during Fluency Practice Activities (LS)



Class discussions during 3-ACT MATH (LS)



Problem-Solving Leveled Reading Mats ®

Requirement
g. Gradually remove supports, requiring students to demonstrate their mathematical understanding
independently.

Response
The enVision Mathematics instructional lesson design (print and online) represents a gradual
release model.



Step 1: Problem-Based Learning, Solve and Share, introduces the lesson by engaging
students with a problem in which new math ideas are embedded. Students work in small
groups to solve the problem with teacher facilitated discussion.



Step 2: Visual Learning is provided whole class through direct instruction from the Visual
Learning Bridge and/or Visual Learning Animation Plus online where learning is stepped
out. Guided Practice includes teacher-supported concepts and skills practice.
Independent Practice and Problem Solving build proficiency as students work on their
own.



Step 3: Step 3 Assess and Differentiate offers a lesson Quick Check and comprehensive
differentiation resources for different levels of learners. This includes (but not limited to)
personalized practice (Practice Buddy—Grades 3-5), Intervention Activities with focused
instruction from the teacher, and independent practice with exercises from the Additional
Practice Workbook (provides two pages of additional practice for lessons).
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Requirement
h. Demonstrate an effective sequence and a progression of learning where the concepts or skills
advance and deepen over time.

Response
enVision Mathematics is built on the concrete, representational, abstract instructional model.
This model enhances understanding of mathematical concepts presented in abstract form by
progressing students from concrete modeling with hands-on materials to two-dimensional
pictures and representations to abstract thinking with symbols, numbers, and procedures.



Solve & Share. Progressions from concrete to pictorial to abstract can occur across
lessons and within lessons. The main focus of a specific lesson might be concrete,
pictorial, abstract, or a combination of those. Solve & Share begins the lesson instruction
by asking students to solve a problem that embeds new ideas. Students use concrete
materials at times (e.g., counters, snap cubes, place-value blocks, fraction tiles).
Students use pictorial representations at times (e.g., number lines, arrays, grids, area
models, bar diagrams). Students can solve the Solve & Share problem any way they
choose. Even when the focus of the lesson is pictorial and/or abstract, some students
may choose to go back to concrete materials. When students share and discuss their
solutions, rich conversations deepen conceptual understanding of connections between
concrete, pictorial, and abstract.



Visual Learning Bridge. The Visual Learning Bridge provides explicit instruction that
connects students’ work in Solve & Share to new ideas taught in the lesson. The Visual
Learning Bridge at times shows pictures of concrete materials, drawings of concrete
materials, and/or diagrams that are representations of mathematical concepts. The Visual
Learning Bridge connects these representations to abstract numbers, symbols, and
procedures.



Digital Interactivities. Digital interactivities can simulate work with concrete models and
can let students interact with pictorial representations. Using the digital Math Tools,
students can move counters around on the screen, break up 1 ten into 10 ones using a
virtual hammer, arrange fraction strips, build arrays, and more. Many of the interactivities
in the Visual Learning Animation Plus provide those same opportunities. See TEPO p.
39A.

Requirement
i. Expect, support and provide guidelines for procedural skill and fluency with core calculations and
mathematical procedures (when called for in the standards for the grade) to be performed quickly and
accurately.

Response
enVision Mathematics provides steps to fluency success. Students achieve fluency when
they demonstrate skill in carrying out procedures flexibly, accurately, efficiently, and
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appropriately. Follow the Steps to Fluency Success to help all students achieve fluency
standard expectations for each grade.



Step 1: Fluency Development with Understanding For each fluency standard, there is a
topic that develops fluency with understanding. That topic is the culmination of
foundations for fluency taught previously.



Step 2: Ongoing Assessment of Fluency Subskills After Step 1, assess fluency subskills
using one of the following:









○

Fluency Practice/Assessment Worksheets in Teacher’s Resource Masters

○

Fluency Practice/Assessment Worksheets generated by ExamView® CD-ROM

○

Practice Buddy (grades 3-5)

Step 3: Fluency Intervention For students who struggle with a fluency standard, use one
of the following:

○

MDIS (Math Diagnosis and Intervention System) Lessons for remediation of subskills.
You can also give an MDIS Diagnostic Test to assess a need for MDIS lessons on
prerequisite skills.

○

Practice Buddy (grades 3-5)

Step 4: Practice on Fluency Subskills After Step 3, give students practice using the
following. Then reassess (Step 2).

○

Fluency Practice/Assessment Worksheets

○

Practice Buddy (grades 3-5)

Step 5: Fluency Maintenance For fluency maintenance, use some of the following:

○

Fluency Practice Activities in the Student’s Edition. Students can collaborate,
allowing them to help each other as needed.

○

Fluency Practice/Assessment Worksheets

○

Game Center Online at PearsonRealize.com

○

Practice Buddy (grades 3-5)

Step 6: Summative Fluency Assessment For a summative fluency assessment of all
students, use the following:

○

Fluency Practice/Assessment Worksheets

○

Practice Buddy (grades 3-5)
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IV.

Assessment – The lesson/unit regularly assesses
whether students are mastering standards-based
content and skills:

Requirement
a. Is designed to elicit direct, observable evidence of the degree to which a student can independently
demonstrate the targeted CCSS.
b. Assesses student proficiency using methods that are accessible and unbiased, including the use of
grade level language in student prompts.
c. Includes aligned rubrics, answer keys and scoring guidelines that provide sufficient guidance for
interpreting student performance.

Response
Assessments include items that target conceptual understanding, procedural skill and
fluency, and/or applications when appropriate. Description of assessments in the program:
Teacher's Edition Program Overview pp. 36–37, 80–81.
Topic, cumulative/benchmark, and progress-monitoring assessments effectively assess
student understanding. Progress Monitoring Assessment, Forms A, B, and C are item-foritem parallel and each covers the full year. They can be given at the start, middle, and end of
the year. These assessments are found in the Assessment Sourcebook and can also be
taken online.
Within the lesson, Step 1 within the instructional model, Problem-based Learning, includes
the Solve & Share exercise which provides teachers with the opportunity for Formative
Assessment. Step 2 in the instructional model, Visual Learning, includes embedded
Formative Assessment during the Convince Me! and Guided Practice portions of the lesson.
Standards are cited in Item Analysis Chart for the assessments (progress monitoring tools).
Topic, Cumulative/ Benchmark, and Progress-Monitoring assessments effectively assess the
standards and align to the Depth of Knowledge (DOK) levels of complexity.
The content and formats of assessment items help prepare students for high-stakes
assessments. Assessment questions are presented at multiple complexity levels. Formats
include multiple choice, multiselect, open response, matching, tables, and more. Online
assessments include technology enhanced items with features such as drag and drop, dropdown menus, and a toolbar of math symbols. Students engage in multiple math practices
during performance tasks for every topic. Rubrics are provided for assessing math practices.
Assessments included in enVision Mathematics Common Core provide feedback to the
student regarding areas where the student needs additional practice. When students are
completing interactive Practice Buddy powered by MathXL® for School (Grades 3–5), they
receive immediate feedback that includes the rationale for incorrect answers and have
learning aids that further support their understanding.
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Requirement
d. A unit or longer lesson should use varied modes of curriculum-embedded assessments that may
include pre-, formative, summative and self-assessment measures.

Response
enVision Mathematics provides students with multiple ways to show what they have learned.



Diagnostic Assessment

○

○



●

Placement Test Online in TestNav™

●

Placement Test Masters in Assessment Sourcebook Masters

At the start of a TOPIC

●

Diagnostic Test Masters in Math Diagnosis and Intervention System 2.0

●

Review What You Know in Student’s Edition or eText

Formative Assessment

○

○



At the start of the YEAR

During a LESSON

●

RealizeSCOUT Formative Assessment for use during Solve & Share

●

Questions in the Visual Learning Animation Plus

●

Questions to use with the Visual Learning Bridge

●

Guided Practice in Student’s Edition or eText

At the end of a LESSON

●

Quick Check in Teacher’s Edition or eText

●

Quick Check Online in TestNav™

Summative Assessment

○

At the end of a TOPIC

●

Topic Assessment in Student’s Edition or eText

●

Topic Assessment Masters in Assessment Sourcebook Masters

●

Topic Assessment Online in TestNav™

●

Topic Assessment by ExamView® CD-ROM

●

Topic Performance Assessment in Student’s Edition or eText

●

Topic Performance Assessment Masters in Assessment Sourcebook Masters

●

Fluency Assessment by ExamView® CD-ROM

●

Fluency Practice/Assessment Masters in Teacher’s Resource Masters
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○

○

After a group of TOPICS

●

Cumulative/Benchmark Assessment Online in TestNav™

●

Cumulative/Benchmark Assessment Masters in Assessment Sourcebook
Masters

●

3/4-Year Performance-Based Assessment Masters in Assessment Sourcebook
Masters

At the end of the YEAR

●

End-of-Year Assessment Online in TestNav™

●

End-of-Year Assessment Masters in Assessment Sourcebook Masters

●

SELF ASSESSMENT TOOL
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